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Abstract
One of the main impairments that limit the throughput of fiber-optic communication
systems is laser phase noise, where the phase of the laser output drifts with time. This
impairment can be highly correlated across channels that share lasers in multichan-
nel fiber-optic systems based on, e.g., wavelength-division multiplexing using frequency
combs or space-division multiplexing. In this thesis, potential improvements in the sys-
tem tolerance to laser phase noise that are obtained through the use of joint-channel
digital signal processing are investigated. To accomplish this, a simple multichannel
phase-noise model is proposed, in which the phase noise is arbitrarily correlated across
the channels. Using this model, high-performance pilot-aided phase-noise compensation
and data-detection algorithms are designed for multichannel fiber-optic systems using
Bayesian-inference frameworks. Through Monte Carlo simulations of coded transmission
in the presence of moderate laser phase noise, it is shown that joint-channel processing
can yield close to a 1 dB improvement in power efficiency. It is further shown that
the algorithms are highly dependent on the positions of pilots across time and channels.
Hence, the problem of identifying effective pilot distributions is studied.
The proposed phase-noise model and algorithms are validated using experimental data
based on uncoded space-division multiplexed transmission through a weakly-coupled,
homogeneous, single-mode, 3-core fiber. It is found that the performance improvements
predicted by simulations based on the model are reasonably close to the experimental
results. Moreover, joint-channel processing is found to increase the maximum tolerable
transmission distance by up to 10% for practical pilot rates.
Various phenomena decorrelate the laser phase noise between channels in multichannel
transmission, reducing the potency of schemes that exploit this correlation. One such
phenomenon is intercore skew, where the spatial channels experience different propaga-
tion velocities. The effect of intercore skew on the performance of joint-core phase-noise
compensation is studied. Assuming that the channels are aligned in the receiver, joint-
core processing is found to be beneficial in the presence of skew if the linewidth of the
local oscillator is lower than the light-source laser linewidth.
In the case that the laser phase noise is completely uncorrelated across channels in
multichannel transmission, it is shown that the system performance can be improved
by applying transmitter-side multidimensional signal rotations. This is found by nu-
merically optimizing rotations of four-dimensional signals that are transmitted through
two channels. Structured four-dimensional rotations based on Hadamard matrices are
found to be near-optimal. Moreover, in the case of high signal-to-noise ratios and high
signal dimensionalities, Hadamard-based rotations are found to increase the achievable
information rate by up to 0.25 bits per complex symbol for transmission of higher-order
modulations.
Keywords: Coherent fiber-optic communications, digital signal processing, detection,
estimation, multichannel transmission, laser phase noise, rotations.
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Part I
Overview
1

CHAPTER 1
Background
Telecommunications have existed for many centuries and early examples go all the way
back to ancient civilizations where information was conveyed using, e.g., smoke signals,
mirrors, and drums [1, Pt. 4]. A breakthrough occurred in the 20th century when digital
communication systems surfaced and eventually led to a worldwide network called the
Internet, which revolutionized the world. The Internet has grown immensely in the
last few decades, with the estimated traffic today being more than 20 million times
greater than what it was less than three decades ago [2]. Moreover, due to the increasing
popularity of modern services such as social media, virtual reality, streaming, and cloud
computing, the Internet is still growing at a rapid pace. Fig. 1.1 shows the estimated
global Internet traffic per second since 1992 and the predicted rate for 2022.
One of the key enablers of this remarkable growth are fiber-optic communication sys-
tems, which today form the Internet backbone due to their enormous throughput ca-
pabilities. Broadly speaking, these systems operate by encoding information on light
in the near-infrared spectrum and propagating it through an optical fiber. They came
into existence in the 1960s with the invention of the laser [3] and optical fiber [4], but
worldwide research-and-development efforts did not start until optical fibers with low
losses were invented in the 1970s [5]. Since then, the throughput and transmission reach
of fiber-optic systems has increased tremendously thanks to a number of technological
breakthroughs in the last few decades. This includes the optical amplifier, which was
invented in the 1980s [6, 7] and was able to extend transmission reach by up to thou-
sands of kilometers by periodically compensating for the fiber loss. Wavelength-division
multiplexing (WDM) [8] was introduced at a similar time and through the simultaneous
transmission of multiple wavelength channels, it enabled the utilization of a much broader
3
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Figure 1.1: The estimated global Internet traffic per second over the past decades and a pre-
diction for 2022 [2].
wavelength band in the optical fiber than was previously possible, which dramatically
increased the overall system throughput. Moreover, interest in coherent detection was
rekindled1 in the 2000s after it was recognized that together with digital signal processing
(DSP), it enabled the use of various algorithms for effective compensation of transmission
impairments, as well as the use of advanced modulation formats and polarization-division
multiplexing (PDM) [10, 11]. Hence, all available degrees of freedom (amplitude, phase,
polarization, and time) of the optical field became available for information encoding,
which in turn allowed for higher data rates and transmission distances compared to
noncoherent detection.
As seen in Fig. 1.1, the Internet traffic is expected to continue its exponential growth
during the next years due to the ever-increasing popularity of bandwidth-hungry Internet-
based services. In the past, advances in optical amplification and WDM for systems
utilizing single-mode fibers (SMFs) sufficed to support the growth economically, since
the amount of data transmitted through the SMF was increased through equipment
upgrades [12]. However, as the traffic continues to grow, it is believed that an increasing
number of SMFs in optical networks will reach their information-theoretic capacity [13]
in the coming years [14]. This is owing to, e.g., amplified spontaneous emission (ASE),
launch power restrictions2, and optical amplifier bandwidth [16]. Fig. 1.2 shows record
throughput demonstrations since 2009 for short-haul transmission over at least 100 km
[17–21] and for long-haul transmission over more than 6000 km [22–31]. The current long-
and short-haul throughput records stand at 115.9 Tb/s transmission over 100 km [21] and
74.38 Tb/s transmission over 6300 km [31], respectively. As can be seen, the performance
1Coherent detection was initially under active research in the 1980s [9], but its development got aban-
doned soon after due to the success of optical amplifiers and noncoherent WDM-based systems.
2Increasing the launch power beyond a certain point degrades the performance of conventional fiber-
optic systems and eventually causes fiber fuse, which has catastrophic effects [15].
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Figure 1.2: Record throughput demonstrations over the past decade for short- and long-
haul transmission through an SMF. The corresponding transmission distances are
marked in the plot.
of state-of-the-art SMF systems in laboratories has only marginally improved since 2011
for short-haul transmission, whereas in the case of long-haul transmission, the maximum
demonstrated throughput has seen a linear upwards trend. Unfortunately, it is evident
from Fig. 1.1 that the capacity of optical network has to increase exponentially in order
to keep up with the Internet-traffic growth. It is conjectured that the only way to achieve
this is to add more spatial channels [14], and without technological advances, operators
will have to resort to the costly solution of installing new fibers and equipment.
The need for increased capacity along with progress in the development of various
fibers and system components [32] has initiated worldwide research efforts for space-
division multiplexing (SDM) in recent years, albeit the original concept of SDM dates
back to the 1970s [33]. The aim of SDM is to enable cost-effective upscaling of optical
networks. This is done through the simultaneous transmission of spatially distinguishable
channels together with the integration of system components and the sharing of resources.
In particular, since some transmission impairments will be common among the spatial
channels in various SDM systems, DSP resources can be shared, which may reduce the
computational complexity of algorithms or improve their performance. The concept of
sharing DSP resources has also been explored in WDM transmission, e.g., through the
use of frequency combs.
In this thesis, we investigate the potential of joint-channel DSP at the transmitter and
receiver to mitigate the impact of laser phase noise (LPN) on multichannel transmission.
The LPN can be highly correlated over channels in various multichannel systems if lasers
are shared by multiple channels. We exploit this fact to assess possible performance
improvements for phase-noise compensation (PNC) that can be achieved through joint-
channel processing. We consider a simple multichannel phase-noise model that assumes
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transmission through of an optical signal through a fiber, followed by receiver DSP that
compensates for all impairments except for LPN. Using this model, we develop two high-
performance data detection algorithms that perform pilot-aided joint-channel PNC for
any number of channels, over which the LPN has arbitrary correlation. Through simu-
lations of coded multichannel transmission, we study their performance in the presence
of partially-correlated LPN. The performance of the algorithms is highly dependent on
the positions of pilot symbols in time and across channels. Hence, we determine effective
pilot distributions for multichannel transmission and assess their performance for various
system parameters such as the phase-noise correlation over the channels. Furthermore,
in order to verify the validity of the proposed model and algorithms, we use one of the
algorithms to process experimental data obtained from uncoded SDM transmission, and
compare the results to those predicted by simulations. The system uses an uncoupled,
homogeneous, single-mode multicore fiber (MCF), where all cores share the light-source
and LO lasers.
Even in the case that lasers are shared for multiple channels, various transmission
effects can cause the LPN to become decorrelated across the channels. Propagation delays
between channels caused by, e.g., intercore skew in SDM MCF systems or chromatic
dispersion (CD) in WDM systems are one of the main causes for such decorrelation.
Hence, we propose a multichannel phase-noise model in which intercore skew is accounted
for. Using this model, we study the performance of joint-channel PNC in SDM MCF
systems that are impacted by intercore skew. In some cases, the LPN may be completely
uncorrelated across the channels, even if the lasers are shared by the channels. This
scenario typically renders joint-channel DSP for PNC at the receiver unnecessary as it
will not improve the performance. Hence, we investigate whether joint-channel DSP at
the transmitter can improve the PNC performance instead. In particular, we consider
the multichannel transmission of rotated multidimensional signals, where we numerically
optimize the rotations using simulations such that the data-detection performance is
maximized.
1.1 Thesis Organization
This thesis is divided into two parts, where the first part serves as background material
for the second part that comprises the publications included in the thesis. The first part
is organized as follows. Chapter 2 gives an overview of the building blocks that make up
modern fiber-optic communication systems, as well as the main signal impairments that
occur during transmission. Chapter 3 describes the typical DSP blocks found in coher-
ent systems, which compensate for the transmission impairments and recover the data.
Chapter 4 presents a more detailed background on LPN and presents the multichannel
phase-noise model that Papers A–E are based on. Moreover, it reviews the problem of
optimal bit detection in the presence of this impairment, as well as different DSP al-
gorithms found in the literature that compensate for LPN in both single-channel and
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multichannel transmission. Finally, Chapter 5 summarizes the appended publications
and discusses possible directions for future work.
1.2 Notation
The introductory part of the thesis uses the following notation conventions. Vectors are
denoted by underlined letters x, whereas matrices are expressed by uppercase sans-serif
letters X. Sets are indicated by calligraphic letters X . Boldface letters denote random
quantities. The imaginary unit is represented by j =
√−1. The probability of an event is
denoted by Pr( · ). Moreover, the probability mass function (PMF) of a discrete random
variable x at x is written as Px(x), and the probability density function (PDF) of a
continuous random variable x at x is denoted by px(x). The probability distribution of a
mixed discrete–continuous random variable is expressed in the same way as PDFs. The
Euclidean norm is indicated by || · ||, and transposition is denoted by ( · )T . The number
of channels and symbols per transmitted block in each channel are denoted by Nch and
Ns, respectively.
There are some notational inconsistencies across the introductory part of the thesis
and the appended publications. They are listed here as follows.
• In Papers A–D, the number of symbols per transmitted block in each channel are
denoted by N . Moreover, PDFs and PMFs are denoted by p( · ) and P ( · ) in Papers
A, C, and D.
• In Paper A, random variables and their realizations are denoted by X and x.
Scalars, vectors, and matrices are represented by x, x, and X, respectively. The
number of channels is denoted by D. The expectation of a random variable with
respect to a distribution P is written as EP [ · ].
• In Papers C and D, notational distinction is not made between random variables
and their realizations. Scalars are denoted by x or X, vectors are written as x, and
matrices are represented by X. The expectation of a random variable is written as
E[ · ].
• In paper C, the number of cores and channels are denoted by D/2 and D, respec-
tively, whereas in Paper D, the same quantities are denoted by D and 2D.
• Papers B and E have the same notational conventions as the introductory part of
the thesis, except that the number of channels is denoted by M and N in papers B
and E, respectively. Moreover, the expectation of a random variable with respect
to a distribution P is written as EP [ · ] in paper E.
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CHAPTER 2
Fiber-Optic Communications
The purpose of digital communication systems is to reliably transmit information from
one point to another, where the information is in the form of digital messages. Each mes-
sage is a sequence of bits, which is encoded in the transmitter onto a carrier through a
process known as modulation. The carrier propagates through the channel until it reaches
the receiver, which attempts to recover the original message. Communication systems
that transfer messages using light are commonly referred to as optical communication
systems (or lightwave systems) and can further be categorized as guided and unguided
systems [34, Ch. 1.3]. Unguided systems are also known as free-space optical commu-
nication systems, where a light beam that carries information is propagated unconfined
through space, similarly to radio communication systems. These systems are the subject
of active research and find their use in both short- and long-range applications, with one
of the biggest challenges being the Earth’s atmosphere scattering the light beams and
significantly degrading the transmission performance [35, Ch. 1.1]. Guided systems, on
the other hand, operate by propagating a lightwave carrier in a waveguide and are usually
implemented using various types of optical fibers. The cross section of a standard SMF is
depicted in Fig. 2.1. The light propagates through a silica core surrounded by a cladding
that confines the light to the core during propagation. Outside the cladding is a plastic
jacket to protect the fiber, and in some applications, additional sturdier layers are used
for further protection. This thesis will focus on fiber-optic communication systems, which
are used in many scenarios that require high throughput, e.g., long-haul links forming
the Internet backbone or short-haul links for data centers and passive optical networks.
In short-haul applications, the optical link length is on the order of a few meters up
to 100 km. Since the installment and maintenance of these links are costly, noncoherent
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Figure 2.1: The cross section of a standard SMF.
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Figure 2.2: High-level view of a basic fiber-optic long-haul link consisting of a transmitter, N
spans of an optical fiber and an amplifier, and a coherent receiver.
transmission over multimode fibers (MMFs) has traditionally been the prevalent strat-
egy for economic reasons [36]. On the other hand, coherent SMF systems are capable
of higher spectral efficiencies [37] and transmission reaches compared to noncoherent
MMF systems, and have thus become the standard for high-performance long-haul links
extending to thousands of kilometers. This is due to coherent systems being able to en-
code information in the amplitude, phase, and polarization of the optical field, whereas
noncoherent systems are limited to modulating only the amplitude of the light. In ad-
dition, coherent receivers have access to the entire optical field, which enables effective
impairment compensation using DSP [10]. The focus in this thesis will be on coherent
point-to-point transmission.
2.1 Basic System Overview
Fig. 2.2 shows a high-level picture of a basic point-to-point fiber-optic link. The upcoming
subsections describe the elements of this system for single-carrier PDM transmission in
more details.
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Figure 2.3: Overview of a typical optical transmitter for PDM transmission through a single
wavelength channel, based on [38, Fig. 3]. (DAC: Digital-to-analog converter)
2.1.1 The Transmitter
Fig. 2.3 depicts a typical optical transmitter for single-wavelength, PDM transmission
through a standard SMF. A laser that acts as a light source is split into two beams,
and each beam enters two modulators that encode information into the in-phase and
quadrature components of the lightwave. The electrical signals that represent the data
and drive the modulators can be generated in various ways, e.g., through the use of DSP
and arbitrary waveform generators. The quadrature component is then phase shifted by
pi/2 and combined with the in-phase component. Both beams are X-polarized at this
point, and hence, one of the beams is polarization rotated to become Y-polarized and
combined with the other beam through a polarization beam combiner. This results in
a four-dimensional PDM signal that is transmitted and propagated through the optical
channel, which comprises N spans, each consisting of an optical amplifier and a fiber
span.
2.1.2 The Fiber-Optic Channel
A typical fiber-optic link consists of repeated sections called spans, where each span
comprises an optical fiber and an optical amplifier. Under certain assumptions, the
propagation of a PDM signal through an optical fiber is accurately modeled by the
Manakov equation1 [40]. The Manakov equation is a partial differential equation that
describes the propagation of optical complex-baseband signals and accounts for effects
1In the case of single-polarization transmission, the signal propagation can be modeled by the nonlinear
Schrödinger equation [39, Ch. 2.3].
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such as the fiber nonlinearity, CD, and signal attenuation. It is written as
∂s(z, t)
∂z
= −α2 s(z, t)− j
β2
2
∂2s(z, t)
∂t2
+ jγ 89 ||s(z, t)||
2s(z, t), (2.1)
where || · || denotes the Euclidean norm, α, β2, and γ are the attenuation coefficient,
group-velocity-dispersion parameter, and nonlinear coefficient, respectively. The factor
8/9 comes due to random birefringence in the fiber. Furthermore, s(z, t) = [sx(z, t),
sy(z, t)], where sx(z, t) and sy(z, t) are complex-baseband signals at time t and loca-
tion z propagating in the X and Y polarizations of the optical field. In the right-hand
side of (2.1), the first, second, and third terms correspond to fiber loss, CD, and fiber-
nonlinearity effects, respectively. The phenomena contained in (2.1), among others, will
be described in more details in Section 2.6.
Exact analytical solutions to the nonlinear Schrödinger and Manakov equations have
not been found in general, which makes these equations cumbersome for system design
and analysis. However, the evolution of s(z, t) can be obtained numerically using the
split-step Fourier method with arbitrary accuracy2. Exact analytical solutions can also
be found in special cases, e.g., to the nonlinear Schrödinger equation in the case of lossless
propagation (α = 0) and particular input signals known as solitons [39, Ch. 5].
Simpler models, which approximately describe signals that have propagated through
the fiber-optic link and potentially undergone some processing at the receiver are also
of interest in order to facilitate system design. In this thesis, we explore such models
to design schemes that compensate for LPN in multichannel systems. Naturally, when
simplified models are used, it is important to verify the proposed designs through the
use of more accurate models or experimental data.
2.1.3 The Coherent Receiver
The coherent optical receiver is shown in Fig. 2.4. The received signal and light from
the local oscillator (LO) laser are each split into two beams. The beam corresponding to
the X-polarization of the received signal enters a 90◦ optical hybrid along with a laser
beam from the LO. These two beams are mixed in a particular fashion to downconvert
the received signal. Analogously, the Y-polarized beam of the received signal enters a
different 90◦ optical hybrid with the other LO laser beam, except that it first undergoes
polarization rotation to become X-polarized. The outputs from the two hybrids then
enter an array of balanced photoreceivers where the in-phase and quadrature components
of each polarization are extracted, resulting in four electrical signals. Finally, the signals
are sent to an analog-to-digital converter and thereafter to the DSP chain. The DSP chain
ends with a demodulator, which outputs either hard decisions or probabilistic information
(soft decisions) about the transmitted symbols based on the processed received signal.
In the case of coded transmission, this output enters a forward error correction (FEC)
decoder, which yields the detected information bits.
2Increased accuracy comes at the cost of increased required computational complexity.
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Figure 2.4: Overview of the coherent optical receiver for single-wavelength PDM transmission,
based on [38, Fig. 4]. (BPA: Balanced photoreceiver array, ADC: Analog-to-digital
converter)
2.2 Wavelength-Division Multiplexing
Modern optical fibers have a wide spectrum over which it is practical to transmit data due
to low losses. The most commonly used band (wavelength range) has traditionally been
the C-band, as the fiber has the lowest loss at these wavelengths, but the S- and L-bands
also find their use nowadays in research [21, 31] and commercial systems [21]. Together,
these bands span 1460–1625 nm and support many THz of bandwidth. However, trans-
mission impairments and hardware limitations put constraints on the maximum symbol
rate that can be used in practical systems. Consequently, the available spectrum cannot
be utilized by a single carrier [34]. WDM solves this problem by multiplexing many
optical carriers at different wavelengths, where each carrier is independently modulated
by data and occupies a bandwidth that is manageable by hardware. Modern commercial
systems utilizing the C+L bands for transmission carry up to 192 wavelength channels,
whereas in laboratory experiments, transmission of several hundred channels has been
demonstrated [41].
The channels are separated in frequency by guard bands to prevent interchannel in-
terference and to allow for effective switching in optical networks [41], where the guard
bands are typically the order of GHz [42]. Alternatively, WDM with channel spacing as
low as the symbol rate of the transmission is also used in order to increase the spectral
efficiency of the system. In this case, the channel aggregate is called a spectral super-
channel and is transmitted through optical networks as a single entity [43]. Furthermore,
the use of frequency combs in WDM superchannel transmission has been extensively
researched in recent years [42, 44–46]. Fig. 2.5 depicts a high-level overview of such a
system. Frequency combs are sets of equispaced spectral lines and can be used to replace
banks of lasers that are normally used as light sources for multiple wavelength chan-
nels. As the spectral lines are phase-locked, the resulting LPN will be highly correlated
among the wavelength channels [47–49]. This can be exploited to either reduce the DSP
complexity or improve system performance in terms of LPN tolerance [47,50].
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Figure 2.5: A high-level overview of a frequency-comb WDM system for transmission of spec-
tral superchannels.
2.3 Space-Division Multiplexing
SDM has received a significant research attention in response to the ever-increasing Inter-
net traffic growth. The goal of SDM is to increase the capacity of optical links by trans-
mitting multiple spatial channels in parallel, while keeping the associated cost down.
This is done through the integration of system components as well as the use of spe-
cialized fibers and amplifiers [51], which leads to the concept of spatial superchannels,
i.e., aggregates of multiple same-wavelength spatial channels that are routed as a unity
in optical networks [52]. Fig. 2.6 depicts a high-level structure of this type of system,
where the SDM multiplexers and demultiplexers are implemented using, e.g., fan-in/fan-
out devices [53] or photonic lanterns [54], depending on the type of SDM fiber that is
used. Moreover, the optical amplification can be integrated using specialized SDM am-
plifiers [51,55]. The rest of this chapter will briefly review different fiber designs that can
be used to implement SDM transmission. The cross sections of the considered fibers are
illustrated in Fig. 2.7.
2.3.1 Bundles of Single-Mode Fibers
The most straightforward approach to realize SDM transmission is to transmit parallel
spatial channels over a bundle of multiple SMFs, illustrated in Fig. 2.7 (a). It is simple to
implement but has limited potential when it comes to component integration and dense
packing of spatial channels [12]. As a consequence, it is not a viable strategy to reduce
the cost of upscaling optical networks. However, it is possible to have multiple SMFs
share light-source and LO lasers, in which case the LPN will be correlated across the
different fibers, which can be exploited [56].
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Figure 2.6: A high-level overview of an SDM system for transmission of spatial superchannels.
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Figure 2.7: Fiber designs that can be used for SDM transmission, where (a) is a fiber bundle,
(b)–(c) are uncoupled and strongly-coupled MCFs, respectively, (d) is an MMF,
and (e) is a multicore–multimode fiber.
2.3.2 Multicore Fibers
Fibers where the cladding contains several single-mode cores are called MCFs. The first
fabrication of an MCF was reported in the 1970s [33], but it gained limited traction until
recently when interest in SDM was revitalized. Today, several types of MCFs are being
researched and fabricated worldwide.
Uncoupled-core MCFs are illustrated in Fig. 2.7 (b) and are designed such that the
intercore crosstalk, which is mainly governed by the core spacing [57], is minimized. This
results in essentially independent parallel spatial channels that are easily separated at the
receiver without the need for high-complexity multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO)
equalization. A further distinction can be made for uncoupled-core MCFs. In homoge-
neous fibers, all the cores are engineered to have identical radii and refractive indices, and
hence, the same propagation characteristics. As such, the signals propagating through
the cores will ideally arrive at similar times3 at the receiver. This can simplify effective
3Due to environmental factors and system imperfections, the signals will typically not arrive simulta-
neously [58]. This is discussed in more details in Section 2.6.7.
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optical switching [56], as well as facilitate various joint DSP and transmission techniques
such as self-homodyne detection [59], PNC schemes that reduce DSP complexity [56,60],
and multidimensional modulation [61]. In Paper C, we experimentally validate one of
the proposed joint-channel PNC algorithms from Paper A using data from transmis-
sion through a homogeneous MCF. Furthermore, homogeneous MCFs were used in the
record experiments demonstrating the highest throughput of any single-mode MCF (2.15
Pb/s) [62] and the throughput–distance product of any optical fiber (4.59 Eb · km/s) [63].
In contrast to the homogeneous variant, the cores in heterogeneous fibers have differ-
ent radii and refractive indices, which reduces the intercore crosstalk and thus enables
a higher number of cores for a fixed core diameter [64]. This is evident from the stand-
ing demonstration records for the maximum number of cores, which are 31 and 39 for
homogeneous [65] and heterogeneous [66] MCFs, respectively. However, possible disad-
vantages associated with heterogeneous MCFs are, e.g., higher manufacturing costs and
splice losses compared to homogeneous MCFs.
Coupled-core MCFs, illustrated in Fig. 2.7 (c), are designed to have significant in-
tercore crosstalk. This is achieved by spacing the cores closely, which enables a denser
packing of spatial channels compared to uncoupled-core MCFs. However, the presence
of core coupling and intercore skew results in signal dispersion and mixing during propa-
gation through the cores, which requires high-complexity MIMO equalization at the re-
ceiver, analogous to polarization demultiplexing in the case of PDM transmission. Hence,
coupled-core MCFs are typically engineered to minimize dispersion in order to reduce the
required equalization complexity [67].
2.3.3 Multimode Fibers
The concept of MMFs was originally proposed decades ago, with the first fabrication
reported in the 1970s [68]. In contrast to MCFs, MMFs have only one core within
the cladding as illustrated in Fig. 2.7 (d), but the core diameter is wide enough to
allow for the propagation of multiple modes. MMFs have traditionally been used for
noncoherent transmission in cost-constrained applications such as short-haul links in
optical networks. For coherent SDM transmission, however, MIMO equalization becomes
necessary at the receiver due to mode coupling and modal dispersion. Despite this, it
has been shown that MMFs can simplify the upscaling of optical-network switches [69]
and reduce nonlinearities [70]. As a result, MMFs have been studied extensively in recent
years for SDM applications, in which case they are often referred to as few-mode fibers.
This is because they are designed to support a limited number of modes, with 45 being
the highest demonstrated number of modes in transmission thus far [71]. Moreover, high
phase-noise correlation among the modes has been demonstrated in MMF transmission,
enabling the use of PNC schemes that reduce the DSP complexity [72,73].
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2.3.4 Multicore–Multimode Fibers
In addition to plain MCFs and MMFs, fibers using combinations of multiple cores and
modes have been fabricated and studied, where many multimode cores are located within
the same cladding as depicted in Fig. 2.7 (e). This type of fiber holds the record for the
highest number of spatial channels supported by a single fiber, where PDM transmission
through a 3-mode 39-core fiber was demonstrated in [66]. In this demonstration, one
core was reserved for pilot-tone transmission enabling the use of low-complexity DSP,
whereas the other 38 cores were used for data transmission, resulting in a total of 228
spatial channels (including polarizations). Furthermore, a multimode–multicore fiber was
used in a record-breaking experiment achieving the highest demonstrated throughput of
any fiber (10.16 Pb/s) [74]. This was achieved through transmission of a total of 84 246
WDM and SDM channels.
2.4 Modulation Formats
In the transmitter, electrical signal are used to encode information onto the amplitude and
phase (or analogously, the in-phase and quadrature components) of each optical-carrier
polarization, where the electrical signals represent the bit sequence to be transmitted.
This step is part of a process called modulation, in which a bit sequence is encoded onto
an optical carrier. First, groups of bits are mapped to symbols, which are traditionally
defined as scalar complex points4. The symbol sequence is then converted to an analog
waveform comprising a train of pulses. Mathematically, this is written as
s(t) =
Ns∑
k=1
skp(t− kTs), (2.2)
where sk is the kth elements in the symbol sequence of length Ns, p(t) is a real-valued
pulse, and Ts is the symbol interval. Common choices of p(t) are raised-cosine and root-
raised-cosine pulses [37, 78]. Finally, the real and imaginary parts of the waveform in
(2.2) form the electrical signals that drive the modulators for each polarization in the
transmitter depicted in Fig. 2.3.
The symbols take on values from a set of constellation points, X , called a modulation
format. The constellation points in this set are typically zero mean and have variance
Es. Common modulation formats in fiber-optic communications nowadays are PDM
phase-shift keying (PSK) and PDM quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM), where
PDM refers to the same format being used in both polarizations of the optical carrier. In
general, increasing the number of points in X translates to a higher spectral efficiency,
since each constellation point represents an increased number of bits. This comes at the
cost of an increased sensitivity to distortions in the received signal after transmission.
4Symbols are sometimes defined as multidimensional points, e.g., when modulation is performed jointly
over polarizations, frequency, space, or time [61,75–77].
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Figure 2.8: Illustration of different PSK and QAM formats with Es = 1.
Fig. 2.8 exemplifies QPSK (also known as 4PSK or 4QAM), 8PSK, 16QAM, and
64QAM. Assuming that all constellation points are selected with equal probability, these
formats carry log2M number of bits, whereM is the number of constellation points. More
advanced higher-order and multidimensional formats have also been used in recent years.
Transmission of PDM-16384QAM has been demonstrated [79], carrying 22.3 information
bits per four-dimensional symbol, whereas optimized joint modulation in 4, 8, and 24
dimensions has been shown to improve system performance [75, 76, 80, 81], particularly
in terms of nonlinearity resistance [82].
A related topic is constellation shaping, which has its origins in information theory
established by Shannon [13]. Every practical channel distorts the transmitted signal,
typically in a stochastic manner, introducing errors in the data detection. In fact, all
practical channels are fundamentally limited in how much information they can carry
such that the data can be detected with arbitrarily low error probability. This limit is
called the channel capacity, and Shannon showed that this limit can be approached by
using error correcting codes of large lengths, provided that the signal has a capacity-
achieving distribution. Constellation shaping is motivated by the well-known fact that
Gaussian signaling has a capacity-achieving distribution for the additive white Gaussian
noise (AWGN) channel, which is infeasible to implement in real systems. However, the use
of more practical modulation schemes with equiprobable constellation points introduces
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a shaping gap, meaning that the channel capacity cannot be approached due to the use
of suboptimal modulation formats.
Shaping involves approximating the capacity-achieving distribution using a practical
implementation. Thanks to advances in hardware and methods to implement shaping,
this topic has in recent years gained significant traction in fiber-optic communications, al-
though the original concept dates back to the 1980s [83]. A fiber-optic link is not a simple
AWGN channel, and its capacity is in fact still not exactly known [16]. Nevertheless, the
benefits of shaping have been experimentally demonstrated in various systems [79,84–88].
The two main categories of shaping are geometric and probabilistic shaping. The for-
mer involves constellations with nonuniformly spaced but equiprobable points, whereas
the latter entails placing constellation points with varying probabilities on a fixed grid
(typically using square QAM formats as templates).
2.5 Forward Error Correction
The basic principle of error control coding is to add systematic redundancies to infor-
mation bit sequences on the transmitter side, which can be exploited on the receiver
side in order to cope with more signal distortion when performing data detection. In
practical systems, the application of error control coding involves using effective codes
that allow for operation closer to the channel capacity compared to uncoded transmission
given constraints on, e.g., latency and power consumption. In high-rate and long-haul
transmission, retransmission is considered impractical as it can cause large delays due to
the extreme transmission distances. Consequently, error correction is usually performed
solely at the receiver without the use of retransmission schemes [12], and hence, it is
typically referred to as FEC in fiber-optic communications. Due to the absence of re-
transmission schemes, reliability requirements are typically quite stringent, where data
bit error rates (BERs) of down to 10−15 are required [89].
Historically, Hamming and Reed–Solomon codes were used to satisfy reliability re-
quirements in fiber-optic communications [12]. In recent years, however, low-density
parity-check (LDPC) [90] codes, turbo codes [91], and polar codes [92] have seen an
increase in popularity. In particular, the use of binary FEC codes in conjunction with
bit-to-symbol mapping, referred to as coded modulation [93], is a common technique
nowadays. It allows systems to operate at higher effective data rates and transmission
distances than what would be possible in uncoded transmission [93]. Moreover, the it-
erative nature of LDPC and turbo decoders allows for cooperation between the decoder
and impairment-compensation or detection schemes [94–99]. We use this technique in
Paper A for the compensation of LPN in the context of coded multichannel fiber-optic
transmission. Furthermore, depending on the code, either soft-decision or hard-decision
decoding can be performed, where the latter has less computational complexity at the
cost of degraded performance compared to the former [89].
Most FEC codes that are used in fiber-optic communications are designed for the
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time-discrete AWGN channel, which is in general not an accurate description of the fiber-
optic channel. However, after the received signal has undergone DSP in the receiver, the
noise in the processed time-discrete signal is in many realistic transmission scenarios well
approximated as AWGN [100]. This justifies the use of codes designed for the AWGN
channel and explains their effectiveness in fiber-optic communications.
2.6 Transmission Impairments
Although this thesis is focused on the compensation of LPN, other impairments cannot be
ignored as they will affect the performance of PNC. This section gives an overview of the
main transmission impairments that occur due to physical properties of the fiber-optic
channel and imperfections in various hardware components.
2.6.1 Additive Noise
The silica core in modern optical fibers through which the lightwave propagates is re-
markably transparent. It was introduced in 1979 [101] and was one of the inventions that
initiated the rapid progress of fiber-optic communication systems in the coming decades.
However, despite its transparency, the silica core exhibits a wavelength-dependent trans-
mission loss, with a minimum loss of approximately 0.2 dB/km for wavelengths at around
1550 nm. This loss becomes significant in long-haul transmission and has to be compen-
sated; otherwise, the signal will be undetectable at the receiver. Initially, to overcome this
problem, optoelectronic regenerators were placed at regular intervals in the optical link
that detected and retransmitted the data, but as they had similar costs as typical pairs
of endpoint transceivers [102], this solution became expensive and complex for WDM
systems. Moreover, regenerators are incompatible with elastic optical networking [103]
as they must be configured for a fixed combination of, e.g., baud rate, modulation format,
pulse shape, and WDM grid.
In the 1980s, a more economical and flexible way of compensating for the loss was pro-
posed where the optical signal could be amplified simultaneously at multiple wavelengths
without the need for detection and retransmission, using an optical amplifier such as the
erbium-doped fiber amplifier [6,7] or the Raman amplifier [104]. However, the amplifica-
tion is accompanied by amplified spontaneous emission, which manifests as additive noise
in the transmitted signal. This degrades the performance of DSP algorithms and, more
importantly, puts a fundamental limitation on the possible transmission reach [105].
2.6.2 Polarization Effects
As previously mentioned, coherent fiber-optic systems exploit the fact that light has
two orthogonal polarization states that can be encoded with data independently. This
orthogonality is preserved as the signal propagates if the optical fiber has a perfectly
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cylindrical core. In reality, however, the shape of the core will vary along the fiber due
to imperfections in the manufacturing process as well as mechanical and thermal stress,
causing the fiber to have a random birefringence5 [39, Ch. 1.2]. As a consequence, the po-
larization state of the light rotates randomly during propagation, leading to polarization
coupling. Moreover, due to the fiber birefringence, the two polarizations will propagate
at different velocities in the fiber, resulting in a phenomenon called polarization-mode
dispersion (PMD) that manifests as pulse broadening [39, Ch. 2.2]. Finally, polarization-
dependent loss (PDL), typically defined as the ratio between the maximum and minimum
polarization-dependent power gains with respect to all possible polarization states [106],
is an effect that originates in various optical components [107] and can lower the signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR) and orthogonality between the polarizations [108].
2.6.3 Chromatic Dispersion
The optical fiber has a wavelength-dependent refractive index, which originates from a
property of the fiber material called CD. Due to this, the different spectral components
of the signal travel at different velocities through the fiber [39, Ch. 1.2]. This effect can
be regarded as an all-pass filter, i.e., a filter that applies a frequency-dependent phase
shift to the signal while leaving its amplitude unaffected. It causes a deterministic pulse
broadening that increases with the length of the optical link and severely limits the
transmission reach of fiber-optic systems if left uncompensated. However, the amount
and characteristic of the CD also depend on a dispersion parameter that can be controlled
in the fiber design process. As a result, the pulse broadening can be reduced through the
use of dispersion-shifted fibers that have minimum dispersion at the carrier wavelength
or completely reverted by adding so-called dispersion-compensating fibers to optical links
in addition to the standard fibers.
2.6.4 Nonlinearities
In addition to being wavelength dependent, the refractive index of the optical fiber
changes in proportion to the light intensity. This phenomenon is called the optical Kerr
effect and is the cause of various nonlinear signal effects that occur during propagation,
such as self-phase modulation (SPM), cross-phase modulation (XPM), and four-wave
mixing (FWM) [39, Ch. 2.6]. These effects degrade the performance of conventional
fiber-optic systems if the launch power on the transmitter side is increased beyond a
certain point. SPM entails an optical pulse inducing a nonlinear phase shift to itself pro-
portional to its intensity and the optical link length, which also leads to spectral broad-
ening [39, Ch. 4]. XPM occurs during simultaneous transmission of multiple channels,
e.g., PDM or WDM signals. Its manifestation is similar to SPM, but the nonlinear phase
5Birefringence is a property of the fiber material entailing a refractive-index dependence on the polari-
zation of the light.
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shift of a pulse is proportional to the light intensity of copropagating pulses6 [39, Ch. 7].
FWM is a phenomenon where three copropagating frequency components generate a
fourth component with a particular frequency. This leads to interchannel interference
and can degrade the performance of WDM systems [34, Ch. 2.3]. Moreover, due to the
Kerr effect, light propagating through the fiber produces nonlinear birefringence whose
magnitude is dependent on the state of polarization and intensity of the light. This
leads to a self-induced change in the light’s state of polarization, referred to as nonlinear
polarization rotation [39, Ch. 6.1].
The aforementioned impairments pertain to signal–signal interactions. Hence, they
are deterministic and can be compensated for in the optical domain [109, 110] or in
DSP [111, 112]. However, the interplay between ASE and Kerr nonlinearities gives rise
to signal–noise and noise–noise interactions, which lead to stochastic impairments such
as nonlinear phase noise that fundamentally limit the transmission performance [16].
Another nonlinear effect pertaining to optical fibers is electrostriction, where light
intensity causes the fiber material to become compressed. This effect leads to a process
called stimulated Brillouin scattering that puts a limit on the possible launch power [34,
Ch. 2.6]. A related process is stimulated Raman scattering, which can negatively affect
WDM systems even for modest launch powers. However, it can also be exploited to
amplify optical signals, in which case it is known as Raman amplification [104].
2.6.5 Carrier-Frequency Offset and Laser Phase Noise
The coherent receiver in modern systems performs so-called intradyne detection [113],
where an LO is mixed with the received signal to extract the in-phase and quadrature
components from the polarizations. The LO is tuned to approximately match the fre-
quency of the received carrier wave. However, it is not phase locked to the carrier,
which causes a frequency and phase mismatch between the LO and the received signal.
This manifests as a linear phase rotation of the received samples after analog-to-digital
conversion.
Since coherent systems typically encode information in the amplitude and phase of
the light, lasers used for fiber-optic communications should ideally be able to produce a
perfect sinusoidal carrier wave. In other words, the optical spectrum of the laser output
should be a delta function. In reality, however, this is not the case as there will be phase
fluctuations in the optical field produced by the laser [114, Ch. 7.6]. The fluctuations are
statistically independent of each other as they come due to spontaneous emission in the
laser. They cumulatively perturb the carrier phase, which gives rise to a process that
drifts with time and is called LPN. Each symbol in modulated transmission experiences
the accumulation of many such phase fluctuations, which will be approximately Gaussian
distributed due to the central limit theorem [115, Ch. 3.1]. As a consequence, LPN is
6XPM-induced phase shifts can be approximated as random walks in the case of WDM transmission
with ideal distributed Raman amplification [99].
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Figure 2.9: Top: Realization of the LPN random-walk model for 20 GBd transmission and
different laser linewidths. Bottom: The impact of the LPN depicted in the top
plots on transmitted 16QAM symbols.
typically modeled as a Gaussian random walk, i.e., a discrete process given by
θk = θk−1 + ∆θk, (2.3)
where θk is the LPN at time index k and ∆θk is a Gaussian random variable with zero
mean and variance 2pi∆νTs. The parameter Ts is the inverse of the transmission baud
rate [115, Ch. 2.5] and ∆ν is the combined laser linewidth [116] of the light-source laser
at the transmitter and the LO laser at the receiver7. Laser linewidths encountered in the
literature range from a few kHz [118] up to several MHz [119], but are most commonly
on the order of 100 kHz. Each θk manifests as the 2pi-periodic rotation ejθk in the
complex-valued signal space, and hence, the LPN inherently has a 2pi ambiguity. The
initial condition of (2.3), θ0, is typically set to zero or distributed uniformly in the range
[0, 2pi). Fig. 2.9 exemplifies realizations of (2.3) across 1000 symbols and the resulting
impact on 16QAM transmission at 20 GBd for different laser linewidths.
7The phase noise of real lasers does not behave exactly as a random walk [114, Ch. 7.6]. Moreover,
due to CD, the observed LPN at the receiver is not simply the sum of phase noise produced by the
light-source laser and the LO laser [117]. Nevertheless, (2.3) is the prevailing LPN model used in the
literature.
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2.6.6 I/Q Imbalance
As mentioned earlier, in coherent communication systems, information is encoded in the
amplitude and phase, i.e., in the orthogonal in-phase and quadrature components of the
carrier wave. However, imperfections in the transceiver hardware lead to phase and am-
plitude errors in the components, causing them to lose orthogonality. This phenomenon
is referred to as I/Q imbalance, and its origins on the transmitter side are, e.g., incor-
rect bias-points settings and imperfect splitting ratio of couplers [120]. On the receiver
side, further amplitude and phase errors in the received signal can be caused due to
imperfections in the 90◦ optical hybrids and balanced photodiodes [121].
2.6.7 Propagation Delays between Channels
In multichannel transmission, environmental conditions [122] and properties of the fiber
can lead to relative propagation delays between channels. This is observed in WDM
systems where the fiber has a wavelength-dependent refractive index due to CD, causing
the wavelength channels to propagate at different velocities [45]. Moreover, in SDM
transmission using MCFs, differences in the refractive index between the cores cause the
signals to propagate at core-dependent velocities, leading to intercore skew [58]. This
effect is particularly pronounced in heterogeneous MCFs, where the cores are intentionally
made to have different refractive indices [64]. However, it is also observed in homogeneous
MCFs, which are manufactured to have identical refractive indices among the cores,
but imperfections lead to slight differences that cause intercore skew up to hundreds of
ps/km [123].
Although typically not a limiting factor in transmission where each channel is modu-
lated and processed independently, propagation delays between channels can impact joint
processing. Particularly in the case that light-source and LO lasers are shared among
channels, the light-source LPN in each channel will mix with the LO LPN at different
times due to the relative delays, which is illustrated in Fig. 2.10. This can be detrimental
to the performance of joint-channel DSP schemes that exploit this correlation [58, 60].
In Paper D, we investigate the effects of intercore skew on the joint-core compensation
of PNC.
2.7 Performance Metrics
There are various ways to assess the performance of systems. In communications, the
metrics of interest are usually related to how much information can be conveyed over
the channel given a reliability (error rate) criterion. Other metrics can also be use-
ful for gaining insight during the design of DSP algorithms. This section explains the
main performance metrics used in fiber-optic communications nowadays, particularly for
transmission in the presence of LPN.
The mean squared error (MSE) is used to assess the accuracy of parameter estimates.
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Figure 2.10: Illustration of 2-channel transmission where the light-source and LO lasers are
shared among the channels, but due to relative propagation delays, the combined
LPN is only partly correlated between the channels.
It does so by computing the average squared error, where the error is the difference
between the estimate and the ground truth. Mathematically, this is written as
MSE = 1
N
N∑
i=1
(θˆi − θi)2, (2.4)
where θˆi and θi are the estimates and ground truth, respectively, and N is the number
of samples. This metric is frequently used in the context of PNC [124–127]. Note that
if θ1, . . . , θN are realizations of LPN, the phase error is more appropriately computed as
arg{ej(θˆi−θi)} instead of (θˆi − θi), since phase is invariant under any `2pi rotation where
` in an integer.
Detection error probability is a common metric in communications to measure the
reliability of a system. The most common metrics that approximate error probabilities
encountered in fiber-optic communications are BERs, symbol error rates (SERs), and
block error rates (BLERs). BER corresponds to the probability that the detector makes
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the wrong bit decision, i.e.,
Pr(wrong bit decision) =
∑
b∈{0,1}
Pr
(
bˆ 6= b|b = b
)
Pb(b), (2.5)
where bˆ and b are the detected and transmitted bit, respectively. Analogously, SER
and BLER correspond to the probability of symbol-wise and symbol-block-wise decision
errors, respectively.
BER is typically classified in fiber-optic communications into pre- and post-FEC BER,
pertaining to the detection error probability of coded and information bits, respectively.
Error probabilities are often difficult to compute analytically but can be estimated nu-
merically through Monte Carlo simulations. In general, the lower the error probability,
the harder it is to numerically estimate it with a reasonable accuracy, and since tar-
geted post-FEC BERs are often as low as 10−15, they are infeasible to estimate. Due
to this, pre-FEC BERs have up until a few years ago been estimated and used to pre-
dict the post-FEC BER performance of the system for hard- and soft-decision decoding
schemes [19,128,129].
Pre-FEC BERs are effective for hard-decision decoding that takes as inputs the de-
tected coded bits. However, in the case of soft-decision decoding, achievable information
rates (AIRs) are found to be more accurate predictors of the post-FEC BER perfor-
mance. AIRs determine how much information can be conveyed over a channel with an
arbitrarily low error rate, assuming the use of a capacity-achieving FEC code with ideal
decoding [93]. Mutual information (MI) or generalized mutual information (GMI)8 are
typically the AIRs of choice in fiber-optic communications, depending on the type of
coded-modulation scheme used. In particular, when coded modulation based on binary
FEC codes with soft-decision decoding is used, which is arguably the most common setup
nowadays, GMI is the most prevalent metric in the literature. It is defined as the AIR
for a bit-wise decoder and its mathematical expression depends on the channel model.
Typically, the complex AWGN channel is assumed for symbol detection, in which case
the GMI can be estimated through Monte Carlo simulations [93, Eq. 35] as
GMI ≈ m− 1
Ns
min
s≥0
m∑
k=1
Ns∑
i=1
log2
(
1 + es(−1)
ck,iγk,i
)
(2.6)
where m is the number of bits per symbol, Ns is the number of transmitted symbols, ck,i
is the kth coded bit associated with the ith symbol, and γk,i is the log-likelihood ratio
(LLR)9 of ck,i. Skipping the minimization in (4.3) and setting s = 1 can be done if the
actual channel over which is transmitted is the complex AWGN channel and the LLRs
are computed exactly. Otherwise, doing this will yield an AIR which is lower than the
GMI [93].
8In the case that probabilistic shaping is used, a variant of the GMI called the normalized GMI [130],
as well as a metric referred to as asymmetric information [131], have been shown to be more effective
than the GMI.
9LLRs represent soft information about the coded bits and are the inputs to soft-decision decoders.
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Digital Signal Processing
In this section, some of the main DSP techniques used in modern fiber-optic systems will
be discussed. In particular, a typical DSP chain that is used in the coherent receiver is
detailed.
3.1 Transmitter DSP
The majority of DSP is in most cases performed on the receiver side in fiber-optic trans-
mission. However, there is a number of DSP steps that are typically applied in the
transmitter, such as pulse shaping [31] where symbol sequences are mapped to the wave-
forms that yield the electrical signals driving the modulators (see Fig. 2.3). Dispersion
precompensation and precoding can be performed prior to transmission [78, 132, 133],
which is particularly useful in direct-detection systems. Precompensation of nonlineari-
ties in various systems has also been studied [134–136]. In particular, it has been shown
that combining pre- and postcompensation of nonlinearities can yield better results than
when pre- or postcompensation is performed alone [137, 138]. PDL mitigation has also
been proposed through the use of space–time coding [139–141]. Space–time coding has
been used to, e.g., mitigate more-dependent loss (MDL) in SDMMMF transmission [142],
improve tolerance to interchannel interference [143] in WDM transmission, and reduce
the impact of nonlinearities [141]. Moreover, the use of orthogonal or unitary signal
transforms has been studied to improve performance in WDM systems by equalizing dis-
tortions over the channels [144], as well as to mitigate PDL and MDL [145,146]. In Paper
E, we study the use of such transforms, namely rotations, for multichannel transmission
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Figure 3.1: A basic DSP chain used in the coherent receiver.
in the presence of LPN.
3.2 Receiver DSP
Fig. 3.1 depicts a basic DSP chain in the coherent receiver required to compensate for the
impairments discussed in Section 2.6 and detect the transmitted data. The ordering of the
steps in Fig. 3.1 is not unique, and the chain does not include all possible techniques that
are performed in the coherent receiver, such as deskewing [147], timing recovery [148],
and fiber nonlinearity mitigation [149]. The rest of this section reviews algorithms from
the literature to implement all the steps in Fig. 3.1 except for PNC, which will be
the focus of Chapter 4. DSP for multichannel transmission such as high-order MIMO
equalization [71, 150] will not be covered. Instead, this section focuses on methods that
are used in standard SMF transmission. These methods can be used on a per-channel
basis for some multichannel systems. Indeed, this was the case for the MCF experimental
setup used for Paper C, where all DSP stages except PNC were applied separately on
each core.
3.2.1 Orthonormalization
As discussed in Section 2.6.6, I/Q imbalance decreases the orthogonality between the in-
phase and quadrature components of a signal. This can be compensated through a pro-
cess called orthogonalization, and if accompanied with signal normalization to correct for
amplitude errors, it is referred to as orthonormalization. Typically, the Gram–Schmidt
algorithm is used to achieve this. It was originally developed in the field of mathematics
to construct an orthogonal basis from an arbitrary one, and eventually it was utilized
to compensate for I/Q imbalance in the context of fiber-optic communications [120].
However, this method increases the impact of quantization noise in one of the signal
components. Alternatively, the Löwdin algorithm can be used, which constructs a set
of symmetrically orthogonalized components that are closest to the original components
in the least mean-squares sense [151]. As a result, the impact of quantization noise is
distributed equally in the two components [152]. Other solutions have been proposed
specifically for transmission of quadrature phase-shift keying (QPSK) [153–155].
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At this stage in the DSP chain, I/Q imbalance that originates in the transmitter
cannot be directly compensated due to the presence of other impairments, such as carrier-
frequency offsets and phase noise. Instead, a second orthonormalization step can be
performed after PNC. Joint estimation of phase noise and transmitter I/Q imbalances
has also been proposed [156].
3.2.2 Dispersion Compensation
CD can be regarded as an all-pass filter with the transfer function [157]
G(f) = exp
(
−j pif
2λ2D
c
)
, (3.1)
where c is the speed of light, λ is the carrier wavelength, D is the dispersion parameter,
and f is frequency. Since CD affects the two polarizations of the light identically, it can
be compensated through static equalization using identical filters for each polarization
with the transfer function 1/G(f) [158]. The filtering can be done in the frequency
domain, but practical implementations are usually carried out in the time domain using
finite impulse response (FIR) or infinite impulse response filters [10,158–160].
In practical systems, the exact accumulated dispersion is not known even if the disper-
sion parameters specified for the optical fibers in the link are given. However, multiple
blind methods that operate without prior knowledge of the transmitted data have been
proposed to estimate the accumulated dispersion [157, 161–163]. Alternatively, pilot-
aided methods1 that utilize signals known to the receiver can be used [164,165].
3.2.3 Adaptive Equalization
While static equalization may compensate for CD, polarization-
dependent impairments such as PMD and polarization rotation/coupling are dynamic
processes that require adaptive equalization to be undone. Typically, this is carried
out at two samples per symbol using a MIMO equalizer that consists of four complex-
valued FIR filters connecting the inputs and outputs through a butterfly structure [152].
This structure is illustrated in Fig. 3.2, where at each time k, the inputs are windows
of received samples around the kth sample, denoted with rinx,k and riny,k, and the out-
puts are equalized samples, denoted with routx,k and routy,k . Moreover, the four FIR filters
are denoted as hxx, hxy, hyx, and hyy. The purpose of the equalizer is to reverse the
polarization coupling, i.e., demultiplex the polarizations, as well as to mitigate PMD.
However, the equalizer also approximates the matched filter and compensates to some
extent timing errors and residual CD. To accomplish the adaptive equalization, the filter
taps are updated recursively by minimizing a cost function through an update algorithm
such as stochastic gradient descent until convergence is reached. However, even after
1Blind and pilot-aided methods are also called non-data-aided and data-aided methods, respectively.
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Figure 3.2: Illustration of the adaptive equalizer, entailing four FIR filters and a particular
connection between the inputs and the outputs.
convergence, there is no guarantee that the equalizer manages to compensate properly
for the aforementioned impairments. The equalization performance depends on the cost
function, the filter-tap initialization, and the parameter setting pertaining to the update
algorithm.
Several blind equalizers have been proposed in the literature, differing mainly in the
cost function used to update the filter taps. The constant modulus algorithm (CMA) [166]
is a blind equalizer that relies on the transmitted symbols having constant amplitude,
which is the case for PSK modulation formats. For multimodulus formats such as higher-
order QAM, the CMA has suboptimal convergence and steady-state performance as
the constant-modulus criterion is not fulfilled [167]. In this case, other variants are
more effective, such as the radially-directed equalizer, also known as the multimodulus
algorithm [168], and decision-directed equalizers [169]. Alternatively, a trained equalizer
[152] using a sequence of transmitted pilot symbols known to the receiver can be used
to achieve equalization with high accuracy. Finally, it is worth noting that the CMA is
routinely used for preconvergence of the filter taps, followed by the operation of some of
the other aforementioned equalizers, as this is found to improve the overall equalization
performance [169].
3.2.4 Frequency-Offset Compensation
While compensating for frequency offsets and LPN can be done jointly, these steps have
traditionally been separated in DSP, and hence, the linear phase rotations caused by
frequency offsets in the receiver are mitigated prior to PNC. Numerous blind algorithms
have been proposed for frequency-offset estimation. A differential phase-based method
can be used where the maximum likelihood estimate of the frequency offset is obtained
[170]. A similar method was proposed in [171], but it performs the estimation recursively.
Spectral methods can also be used, where the received samples are preprocessed (typically
raised to the fourth power) and then Fourier transformed, which allows searching for a
peak in the spectrum corresponding to the frequency offset [172]. An iterative method
based on this concept was proposed in [173], improving upon the estimation accuracy
and effectiveness for higher-order QAM. Various other blind and pilot-aided algorithms
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Figure 3.3: A decision-region illustration of the minimum-Euclidean-distance symbol detector
for 16QAM in the case of equiprobable symbols, where the dots and lines corre-
spond to constellation points and edges of the decision regions, respectively.
exist and are reviewed in [172].
3.2.5 Data Detection
After all impairments have been compensated, data detection is performed, which is the
process of recovering the data-bit sequence that was conveyed over the optical channel.
For uncoded transmission, data detection is typically carried out through symbol detec-
tion followed by a demapper, which maps the detected symbols to bits. The maximum a
posteriori (MAP) symbol detector is optimal in the sense that it yields minimum SER.
For the AWGN channel and equiprobable symbols, this detector operates on a symbol-
by-symbol basis and detects each symbol by finding the constellation point closest to the
received sample in terms of Euclidean distance [115, Ch. 3.4]. This can be geometrically
interpreted as the use of decision regions in the complex-valued signal space, depicted in
Fig. 3.3 for 16QAM.
LPN can be accounted for when finding the a posteriori symbol probabilities, in which
case their computation does not reduce to minimizing Euclidean distance. Moreover,
performing symbol detection and symbol-to-bit mapping to yield the detected data bits
is in general suboptimal in terms of minimizing the BER [174]. If minimum BER is the
objective, the MAP bit detector should be used. It has been derived or approximated
for various channel models [98,175].
For coded transmission, data detection is more involved. As discussed in Section 2.5,
binary FEC codes are commonly utilized in fiber-optic communications in order to satisfy
reliability requirements, where the decoder uses as inputs either soft or hard information
about the coded bits. The decoder inputs are provided by the demapper and are based
on the a posteriori probabilities of the transmitted symbols. These probabilities are
typically computed under the assumption that all data-bit sequences are equiprobable
and that the only remaining impairment is AWGN. In Paper A, we implement MAP bit
detection for coded multichannel transmission in the presence of LPN.
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Phase-Noise Compensation
The presence of LPN1 necessitates the use of PNC prior to data detection. The problem
of PNC has been studied for a long time in the context of fiber-optic communication
systems2 and continues to be an active area of research [60, 176–184]. This is owing to
the increased focus on higher-order modulation formats, which allow for an increased
spectral efficiency but come with a higher sensitivity to transmission impairments, in
particular LPN.
A strategy for designing PNC algorithms is to use estimation theory and appropriate
system models. This chapter first introduces the multichannel phase-noise model that
Papers A–E are based on, and provides justification for the model using experimental
data from SDM transmission through an MCF. A brief explanation of optimal bit de-
tection for transmission in the presence of AWGN and LPN follows, which serves as
a preliminary to Paper A. Thereafter, an overview will be given of various blind and
pilot-aided algorithms found in the literature for single-channel PNC based on heuris-
tic arguments or designed using theoretical frameworks. Moreover, as Papers A–D are
centered on PNC for multichannel systems, different PNC strategies for multichannel
transmission in the presence of LPN are reviewed. The end of this section details the
effect of pilot-symbol positions on the residual LPN after compensation, which relates to
Papers B and E.
1Nonlinear phase noise can also require the use of PNC techniques [99]. However, this thesis focuses
on the compensation of LPN.
2PNC is also studied in wireless communications for oscillator phase noise.
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4.1 Multichannel Phase-Noise Model
The papers included in this thesis are all (directly or indirectly) based on a model that
describes LPN in multiple channels. The simplicity of the model facilitates the design
of high-performance receiver algorithms that perform joint-channel PNC, but the model
is general enough so that the designed algorithms can operate effectively for LPN with
arbitrary channel-wise correlation. The model entails transmission of symbol blocks of
length Ns over Nch channels, where channel interference, CD, nonlinearities, and carrier-
frequency offsets are assumed to be effectively mitigated in DSP, leaving only LPN and
AWGN as the remaining signal impairments3. With one sample per symbol, the discrete-
time and complex baseband signal is expressed in each channel as
ri,k = si,kejθi,k + ni,k (4.1)
for channel and time indices i = 1, . . . , Nch and k = 1, . . . , Ns, where ri,k is the received
sample, si,k is the transmitted symbol, θi,k is the LPN, and ni,k is complex AWGN. The
LPN across all channels at time k, θk, is approximated as a multidimensional Gaussian
random walk as
θk = θk−1 + ∆θk, (4.2)
where θ1 is uniformly distributed in [0, 2pi)Nch , and the random-walk innovation ∆θk is a
multivariate Gaussian random variable with zero mean and covariance matrix Q, which
describes the channel-wise correlation of the LPN.
The choice of this model is justified by a case study involving experimental SDM
transmission4 of PDM-64QAM through three cores of a weakly-coupled, homogeneous,
single-mode MCF. Fig. 4.1 depicts a histogram of the received complex signal in one core
and polarization at different points in the DSP chain5. When the signal has undergone
the first two steps, it can be approximated by (4.1). However, as Fig. 4.1 shows, the signal
has residual I/Q imbalance originating from the transmitter, which is not accounted for
in the model. Such I/Q imbalances, although not always present, can be compensated
through an additional orthonormalization step before data detection. Moreover, Fig. 4.2
shows the estimated LPN in all polarizations and cores, which is approximated by (4.2).
4.2 Optimal Detection in the Presence of Phase Noise
MAP bit detection is an optimal strategy in the sense that it minimizes the resulting
BER [185, Ch. 1.4]. It performs detection on a bit-by-bit basis by computing
bˆl = argmax
bl∈{0,1}
Pbl|r(bl|r), (4.3)
3See Paper A for further details on assumptions made in the model.
4The data from this experiment is used in Paper C.
5See Paper C for more details on the DSP steps.
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Figure 4.1: The received signal at different points in the DSP chain. Step 1: After CD com-
pensation and orthonormalization. Step 2: After timing recovery, adaptive equal-
ization, matched filtering, and frequency-offset compensation. Step 3: After PNC.
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Figure 4.2: The estimated LPN in all cores and polarizations over 5 µs, taken from experi-
mental data used in paper C and normalized to start at zero.
where bl is the information bit, r comprises all received samples, and Pbl|r(bl|r) is the a
posteriori PMF of bl at bl given r = r. For trivial scenarios such as uncoded transmission
over the AWGN channel, the PMF in (4.3) is mathematically tractable. However, for
more complicated models, obtaining Pbl|r(bl|r) is nontrivial.
Consider a block of K information bits, b = [b1, . . . , bK ] that is mapped to NsNch
symbols through a deterministic function that represents the FEC code and modula-
tion format. The symbols are transmitted over Nch channels and the received signal is
described by (4.1). Assume that all transmitted symbols, LPN samples, and received
samples are encapsulated by s, θ, and r, respectively. For this model, Pbl|r(bl|r) is hard
to compute due to the presence of an FEC code and LPN, but it can be obtained by
marginalizing the joint distribution of all the system parameters, pb,s,θ|r(b, s, θ|r), over
all s, θ, and b except for bl [175]. Carrying out this marginalization exactly yields a MAP
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bit detection algorithm that jointly performs PNC and decoding. It is interesting to note
that it treats the phase noise as a nuisance parameter [186, Ch. 10.7], i.e., θ is simply
integrated out. As a consequence, explicit phase-noise estimates are not needed.
Solving the marginalization in closed form is hard in general, and numerical evalua-
tion is impractical due to the presence of integrals. However, several Bayesian inference
techniques and frameworks can be used to carry out the marginalization approximately
but efficiently. Examples include the expectation–maximization [187] algorithm, varia-
tional Bayesian (VB) inference [188], factor graphs (FGs) and the sum–product algorithm
(SPA) [189], and various sequential Monte Carlo methods [190]. Two of these examples,
namely the FG/SPA and VB frameworks, are used to develop the proposed algorithms
in Paper A. The algorithms do not obtain explicit phase-noise estimates, but instead,
the a posteriori PDFs are estimated through extended Kalman smoothing [191, Ch. 8.2]
and used when computing the decoder inputs.
4.3 Single-Channel Processing
4.3.1 Blind Algorithms
As previously mentioned, pilot symbols do not carry any data and thus reduce the overall
spectral efficiency of the system. To avoid the reduction in spectral efficiency, most PNC
algorithms in fiber-optic communications have traditionally been blind. Moreover, to
simplify implementations in hardware, algorithms are often designed to operate in a
feedforward manner, i.e., without containing any feedback loops [124].
Although blind algorithms have no a priori knowledge of the transmitted symbols,
the structure of some modulation formats can be exploited to allow estimating the LPN.
As an example, MPSK comprises M equispaced constellation points on a circle in the
complex plane. When observations corresponding to this modulation are raised to the
Mth power, the modulation is removed and the LPN can be estimated in a range of
length 2pi/M . The phase-noise estimates are processed and then used to derotate the
signal, which mitigates the LPN. To illustrate the concept, Fig. 4.3 shows the general
steps used by these techniques for QPSK. The Viterbi–Viterbi algorithm [192] and similar
feedforward methods [125,179] are based on this concept and work effectively for QPSK.
However, for higher-order QAM, these methods work suboptimally as the constellation
points generally do not have equispaced phases. Among the most widely-used blind
algorithms in fiber-optic communications for QAM is the blind phase search (BPS) [124],
a feedforward algorithm that yields good performance in terms of laser linewidth tolerance
but has a high computational complexity for higher-order formats. Several BPS variants
have been proposed that reduce the required computational complexity while maintaining
the performance of the original method [193–196]. Furthermore, in the case of higher-
order QAM, PNC based on QPSK partitioning [197], decision-directed least-mean square
filtering [198], or principal component analysis [183,199] has been proposed.
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Figure 4.3: Illustration of PNC using the Mth-power method for QPSK. Step 1: Raise the
received complex samples to the 4th power to remove the phase modulation. Step
2: Filter the 4th-power samples to mitigate distortions from the AWGN. Step 3:
Take the angle of the filtered samples and divide by four, which yields wrapped
phase-noise estimates in a range of length pi/2. Step 4: Unwrap the estimates.
Step 5: Derotate the received samples to obtain phase-noise compensated samples.
An inherent problem with blind algorithms is ambiguity in the estimated LPN. Due to
the rotational symmetry that is associated with most modulation formats, the LPN can
only be estimated unambiguously in a limited range. As a consequence, the phase-noise
estimates need to be unwrapped, which is done recursively and thus adds a feedback
mechanism to the system. This can lead to cycle slips for low SNRs or sufficient levels
of LPN, which in turn causes bursts of errors [125]. Multiple solutions to this have been
proposed, e.g., differential encoding [200], which increases the BER in the absence of
cycle slips [125], and cycle-slip mitigation using hybrid-modulation techniques [201] or
pilots [202].
4.3.2 Pilot-Aided Algorithms
An alternative to blind estimation is to use pilot-aided algorithms that are independent
of the modulation and yield unambiguous estimates of the LPN. Pilot-aided algorithms
have been researched extensively, particularly in the context of wireless communications.
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However, they have also gained significant traction in the optical literature recently6
due to their high performance, which becomes beneficial for transmission of higher-order
QAM.
Many examples can be found where pilot-aided algorithms are derived using proba-
bilistic inference frameworks that approximate optimal detection in the presence of phase
noise, exploiting the statistical structure of the system model. In [99], an algorithm
that compensates for LPN and nonlinear phase noise for WDM transmission with ideal
distributed Raman amplification is proposed using probabilistic arguments. Moreover,
considering coded transmission in the presence of phase noise, [98, 127] use the FG and
SPA framework [189] to derive algorithms that perform iterative phase-noise estimation
and decoding. A similar scenario is considered in [126] where the VB framework [188] is
used to derive an iterative algorithm. In [209], the algorithm proposed in [98, Sec. IV-B]
is extended to perform joint-polarization PNC for PDM transmission. A method based
on Kalman filtering [210] and the expectation–maximization [187] algorithm is proposed
in [211] and experimentally validated. In [208], PNC is implemented through phase in-
terpolation between the pilots. Finally, a literature review of various symbol detectors
for transmission in the presence of phase noise is given in [212].
4.4 Joint-Channel Processing
Multichannel transmission plays an important role in fiber-optic communications and
has existed for decades in the form of WDM systems, where multiple carriers of different
wavelengths are transmitted simultaneously over the same spatial channel. Furthermore,
thanks to the coherent receiver and DSP, PDM transmission can be realized where the
two polarizations of each carrier are used to transmit independent data. More recently,
SDM transmission has gained significant research interest, in which multiple spatial chan-
nels are transmitted simultaneously at the same wavelength. Multichannel transmission
is also an integral part of wireless MIMO communication systems.
Certain transmission impairments, in particular LPN, are highly correlated across the
multiplexed channels in various multichannel transmission scenarios, e.g., SDM systems
using specific types of fibers where all spatial channels share the light source and LO
lasers [56,72], WDM systems using frequency combs to act as a light source and LO for
all wavelength channels [213], and electrically generated subcarrier systems [214]. The
channel-wise correlation in the LPN can be exploited to reduce computational complexity
in DSP, e.g., through specialized transmission techniques such as self-homodyne detection
[45, 59], where a pilot tone, i.e., an unmodulated carrier, is transmitted in one channel
and used as an LO at the receiver, thereby canceling the LPN that originates on the
transmitter side. Moreover, DSP-based methods such as master–slave processing [56] can
be used, where phase-noise estimation is performed on a single selected channel and the
resulting estimates are used to compensate for the LPN in all channels. These methods
6Pilot rates used in recent literature have typically been 3% or less [86,203–208].
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rely on the LPN being identical across all channels, which is typically not the case
in reality due to system characteristics/imperfections and environmental factors [215];
hence, their performance may suffer.
Alternatively to reducing complexity, performance can be improved in terms of line-
width tolerance by exploiting the channel-wise LPN correlation through joint-channel
processing, which entails estimating the LPN collectively across all the channels. The
improved tolerance can be used to increase power/spectral efficiency, relax laser require-
ments, or extend transmission reach, at the cost of added computational complexity.
The rest of this section discusses joint-channel PNC for perfect and partial phase-noise
correlation.
4.4.1 Perfect Phase-Noise Correlation
Ideally, the LPN is fully correlated across the channels, in which case joint-channel pro-
cessing yields the biggest benefits. To quantify the gains, consider the following exam-
ple pertaining to a specific case of (4.1), i.e., transmission over Nch parallel channels,
each containing Ns independent symbols, assuming identical LPN in all channels. The
discrete-time observation at time k is
rk = skejθk + nk, (4.4)
for k = 1, . . . , Ns, where sk = [s1,k, . . . , sNch,k]T denotes a vector of independent symbols
at time k. Each data symbol is modeled as a random variable, drawn uniformly from a
set of constellation points, whereas pilot symbols take on a complex value, known to both
the transmitter and the receiver. The average symbol energy of the constellation is Es.
Furthermore, nk denotes a vector containing samples of complex AWGN with variance
N0 and θk is LPN, modeled as a random walk, i.e., θk = θk−1 + ∆θk, where ∆θk is a
Gaussian random variable with variance σ2 = 2pi∆νTs, for a combined laser linewidth
∆ν and symbol rate 1/Ts.
This ideal model allows trivially extending single-channel PNC algorithms such that
they essentially perform estimate averaging across the channels. As an example, the
BPS [124] can be extended as follows. Starting with an initial estimate θˆ0 (e.g., obtained
from a pilot sequence), the algorithm sequentially determines estimates of the LPN. At
time k, the observation vector rk is rotated by L test phases, φl = θˆk−1 + pil/(2L),
l = −L/2 + 1, . . . , L/2. Denoting the corresponding hard decision after rotation by xˆk,l,
the most probable test phase is then found by solving
lˆk = argmin
l
k+M/2∑
n=k−M/2
∥∥xˆn,l − rn exp(jφl)∥∥2, (4.5)
where M determines an observation window in the time domain7. Finally, the estimate
7The quantities inside the summation in (4.5) are zero padded such that the observation window is
valid for all k = 1, . . . , Ns.
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of the total phase at time k is given by θˆk = θˆk−1 + pilˆk/(2L), after which the algorithm
moves on to time k+1. The benefit of using multiple channels is the possibility to reduce
M by averaging in the channel domain, rather than in the time domain, thus enabling
faster tracking [124].
4.4.2 Partial Phase-Noise Correlation
As already mentioned, no system gives rise to perfectly correlated LPN across all chan-
nels. Instead, the total phase noise will typically contain a dominant component cor-
responding to the LPN, in addition to channel-specific phase drifts. As a result, more
sophisticated system models and algorithms are needed to properly exploit the partial
phase-noise correlation. Joint-channel PNC has been studied for more realistic models
in the context of wireless communications [216–218], for fiber-optic WDM transmission
using frequency combs [203], and for a general fiber-optic multichannel system in Papers
A and B. Moreover, Papers C and D use the same model with an application to SDM
transmission over a weakly-coupled MCF. Using one of the algorithms from Paper A, an
extensive study on the performance gains through joint-channel PNC is done based on
simulations and experiments.
4.4.3 Pilot-Symbol Positions
In general, the placements of pilot symbols can heavily influence the performance of
pilot-aided estimation algorithms [219–223]. The top plots in Fig. 4.4 demonstrate this
for PNC, where one realization of the true and estimated LPN8 are shown for high
SNR and two pilot-symbol distributions with 1% overall pilot rate. Paper B studies this
problem for PNC in a multichannel setting, where finding effective pilot distributions
over channels and time slots is formulated as a discrete optimization problem. Moreover,
the bottom plots in Fig. 4.4 show the ensemble average of the squared residual phase
noise, i.e., estimation error, which depends on the pilot-symbol positions. Paper E studies
transmitter-side DSP for transmission in the presence of LPN-estimation errors, which
leaves behind residual phase noise.
8The phase-noise estimates are obtained using the proposed algorithm in [98, Sec. IV-B] without decoder
feedback.
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Figure 4.4: (a) One realization of the true and estimated LPN, and (b) the ensemble average
of the squared estimate error, when the pilots are spaced evenly throughout the
symbol block. (c) and (d) show analogous results when the pilots are spaced evenly
throughout the first half of the symbol block. The circles correspond to the pilot
locations.
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CHAPTER 5
Contributions
This chapter summarizes the contributions of each appended publication and lays out
possible directions for future work based on the topics in this thesis.
5.1 Paper A
“Iterative detection and phase-noise compensation for coded multichannel
optical transmission”
In this paper, motivated by the fact that various multichannel fiber-optic systems have
highly correlated LPN across the channels, we address the problem of optimal bit detec-
tion for multichannel coded optical transmission in the presence of arbitrarily-correlated
LPN. We propose two pilot-aided approximations to the optimal bit detector using differ-
ent frameworks that can be utilized to simplify Bayesian-inference problems. Moreover,
the LPN is modeled as a multidimensional Gaussian random walk, and hence, we effec-
tively estimate it jointly for all channels using an extended Kalman smoother. We further
show that the system-model linearization imposed by the extended Kalman smoother
does not degrade the performance for practical laser linewidths and symbol rates. Fi-
nally, the proposed algorithms are compared to each other and to the BPS algorithm
in terms of phase-noise tolerance. Simulation results show that the proposed algorithms
perform similarly to each other but significantly outperform the BPS algorithm.
Contributions: AFA developed the algorithms, obtained the results, and wrote the
paper. EA and HW contributed to the derivations and planning the simulations. All
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authors reviewed and revised the paper.
Context: Sections 2.5, 3.2.5, 4.1, 4.2, and 4.4.2.
5.2 Paper B
“Pilot distributions for joint-channel carrier-phase estimation in multichan-
nel optical communications”
In this paper, we study the problem of efficiently placing pilot symbols over channels
and time slots for PNC in multichannel transmission, which is formulated as a discrete
optimization problem. Using one of the pilot-aided algorithms from Paper A and consid-
ering parametrized pilot distributions, the optimization involves finding pilot-distribution
parameters that minimize the MSE of the phase-noise estimates. The optimized distri-
butions are used as benchmarks, and several heuristic constructions of structured pilot
distributions are proposed and compared to the benchmarks for different system pareme-
ters, such as the LPN correlation between channels. Simulation results show that having
the same uniform pilot spreading in all channels is in general suboptimal as it does not
properly exploit the channel-wise LPN correlation. It is further shown that by instead
using a pilot distribution that performs as well as the optimization benchmark, significant
gains in AIR can be achieved for higher-order QAM.
Contributions: AFA formulated the problem, performed the simulations, and wrote
the paper. EA helped with the problem formulation. All authors reviewed and revised
the paper.
Context: Sections 4.1, 4.4.2, and 4.4.3.
5.3 Paper C
“Pilot-aided joint-channel carrier-phase estimation in space-division multi-
plexed multicore fiber transmission”
In this paper, we investigate the benefits of joint-channel PNC for uncoded SDM
transmission through an uncoupled-core, homogeneous, single-mode MCF, where the
light source and LO lasers are shared for all cores. We particularize the multichannel
phase-noise model from Paper A such that it describes a common LPN in addition to
core- and polarization-specific phase drifts. Thereafter, one of the proposed algorithms
from Paper A is used to implement two PNC strategies, namely per-channel and joint-
channel processing. The strategies are compared in terms of phase-noise tolerance using
simulations and experimental data, and the performance improvements through joint-
channel PNC are translated to gains in power or spectral efficiency, relaxed hardware
requirements, and increased transmission reach. Furthermore, strong agreements are
observed between experimental and simulation results.
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Contributions: AFA formulated the problem, performed the simulations, processed the
experimental data, and wrote the paper. EA, MK, and HW assisted with the problem
formulation. BP, RSL, and GR provided the experimental data. In addition, RSL assisted
with the experimental-data processing. All authors reviewed and revised the paper.
Context: Sections 2.3.2, 3.2, 4.1, and 4.4.
5.4 Paper D
“On the performance of joint-core carrier-phase estimation in the presence
of intercore skew”
In this paper, we study the effects of intercore skew on the performance of joint-core
PNC in uncoded SDM transmission using Monte Carlo simulations. In order to do this,
we modify the model considered in Paper C to account for skew. We show that the
skew leads to intercore phase differences that cannot be described as Gaussian random
walks. Furthermore, we use one of the algorithms from Paper A and propose a simple
extension such that it performs effectively in the presence of skew. Thereafter, we show
that joint-core PNC always performs equally to or better than per-core PNC. We fur-
ther show that skew heavily impacts the performance of joint-core PNC. In general, the
effectiveness of joint-core PNC depends on the relative quality between the light-source
and LO lasers, which is quantified by the ratio of the light-source laser linewidth to the
LO laser linewidth. In particular, we show that at high SNRs, the relative performance
between joint-core and per-core PNC is invariant to the combined laser linewidth. As-
suming that the channels are realigned in DSP in the receiver, we find that joint-core
PNC is beneficial if the LO linewidth is smaller than the light-source linewidth.
Contributions: AFA formulated the problem, performed the simulations, and wrote
the paper. EA assisted with the problem analysis. All authors reviewed and revised the
paper.
Context: Sections 2.6.7, 4.1, and 4.4.2.
5.5 Paper E
“Optimization of transmitter-side signal rotations in the presence of laser
phase noise”
In this paper, we investigate rotations of uncoded multidimensional signals transmit-
ted over multiple complex channels in the presence of LPN that is uncorrelated across
the channels. We modify the system model from Paper A to further consider the use of
imperfect PNC, leaving residual phase noise that is assumed to be Gaussian distributed.
Using the model, we numerically optimize the rotations of four-dimensional signals using
Monte Carlo simulations for two receiver types. The first type performs near-optimal
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joint-channel data detection, whereas the second type performs a derotation of the re-
ceived multidimensional signal followed by per-channel data detection, which significantly
reduces the required computational complexity at the cost of performance. We show that
for both receiver types, it is beneficial to apply multidimensional rotations for moder-
ate amounts of LPN. In particular, rotations based on Hadamard matrices yield the
same performance as that of the numerically-optimized rotations for moderate LPN. We
further study the effects of combining transmitter-side rotations and receiver-side dero-
tations as the dimensionality of Hadamard-rotated signals grows large. We show that
this combination results in the residual phase noise manifesting as signal attenuation and
additive noise in each complex channel. This effect is found to give an increase in AIRs
of up to 0.25 bits per complex symbol for transmission of higher-order QAM.
Contributions: AFA and EA formulated the problem. AFA did the analysis, performed
the simulations, and wrote the paper. All authors reviewed and revised the paper.
Context: Section 3.1, 4.1, and 4.4.3.
5.6 Future Work
This thesis has not been concerned with complexity aspects of the proposed schemes,
but rather it has focused on potential performance improvements that can be achieved
through joint-channel processing for multichannel transmission in the presence of LPN.
A crucial next step is to take practical implementation criteria into account, such as
the ability to parallelize the computations and the overall power dissipation of the re-
quired hardware. This would clarify whether the proposed methods in this thesis can be
implemented or if they require modification.
In the experimental data used in Paper C, the core-specific phase drifts come mainly
from residual frequency offsets due to the specific setup that was used. The random-walk
assumption in the phase-noise model used in Paper C is inaccurate in this case, but the
model could be extended to include biased random walks that account for the linear drifts
caused by frequency offsets. Using this extended model, the algorithms proposed in Paper
A could also be extended to account for these random-walk biases, which would allow for a
more effective PNC in the presence of residual frequency offsets. Moreover, I/Q imbalance
from the transmitter side was an unforeseen issue when using the algorithm from Paper
A to perform PNC and data detection for the experimental data. The algorithm is
designed based on the assumption that PNC is the last DSP step prior to data detection.
Hence, it had to be slightly modified such that orthonormalization was performed before
symbol detection. It is not clear if this modification caused performance degradations
to the algorithm. Including transmitted-based I/Q imbalance in the phase-noise model
and developing an algorithm that properly takes this impairment into account would
potentially clarify this doubt.
The optimization in Paper B is based on the model introduced in Paper A, and hence
it does not take into account impairments that may impact the compensation of LPN,
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such as nonlinearities, residual frequency offsets, and I/Q imbalance. Including these
phenomena in the system model would be an interesting future direction to determine
whether the optimal pilot distributions change. Moreover, as pilot-aided algorithms can
in general be used for most steps in the DSP chain, pilot distributions could be optimized
jointly for the entire DSP chain, which could provide valuable insight into how to design
pilot-aided systems.
The algorithms proposed in Paper A could be applied to study the benefits of joint
PNC for different multichannel systems with correlated LPN, e.g., WDM-based systems
using frequency combs as light sources and LOs. Another direction is to investigate joint-
channel PNC for different SDM scenarios than the MCF system explored in Paper C,
e.g., systems using coupled-core MCFs, MMFs, or bundles of SMFs. The characteristics
of these systems are potentially different from the system considered in Paper C, and
it would therefore be interesting to study the benefits of joint-channel PNC for those
scenarios.
In paper C, two pilot distributions are used, neither of which is found to attain the
performance corresponding to the optimized distribution in Paper B. It would be of
interest to consider the best-performing structured distribution from Paper B for the
analysis in Paper C. In particular, it could lead to a stronger joint-core PNC performance
for MCF transmission in the presence of significant skew.
The transmitter-side rotation scheme considered in paper E is confined to the case
where residual LPN is the dominant transmission impairment, and hence, mainly ap-
plicable to short-to-medium haul transmission of higher-order modulation formats. Ac-
counting for other effects such as nonlinearities, interchannel interference, CD, and I/Q
imbalance would be an interesting extension to the paper. Furthermore, the paper
presents several open questions, such as the most effective bit labelings for transmis-
sion of rotated constellations in the presence of LPN, as well as the rotation performance
of shaped constellations.
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